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THE PROBLEM WITH PENTECOST 
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 Friends, before I speak about the Pentecost texts that Audrey and Mark have read for us 
this morning, I want to say a word about the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis this past 
week… and more broadly about the violence aimed at our African American neighbors that is all 
too prevalent in these days, within the context of a pandemic that has exposed vast inequities all 
around us. 
 

The Presbyterian Church (USA) issued a statement Friday that spoke of these matters.  In 
part, it said: 

 
Death has been a constant presence throughout the world [this week] as lives have been 
impacted by loss and pain. The most troubling aspect is the fact that so much of it is 
unwarranted. The simple fact is that people are dying needlessly due to the reality that the 
resources of this world are not equally nor equitably distributed. Our grief is compounded 
by the fact that there is intentionality in the suffering inflicted. 
  
The killing of George Floyd, an unarmed African American man, is a tragic opportunity 
for this nation to come to grips with the fact that the country in which we live has never 
truly repented of its racist roots. Despite our magnificent words of freedom and justice, 
neither has ever been evenly distributed to people of color. We want an end to racism and 
its devastating impact, but that takes determination and, ultimately, sacrifice. 
  
The racist elements in our society must be named before they can be expunged. The 
excesses of the criminal justice system, which result in the murder of people in the streets 
and unjust sentencing in the courts, must be ended….  
  
… God is a God of love and equally a God of justice. So how do we, as a people called to 
emulate the actions of a just God, respond? More specifically, [the statement asked] for 
our white brothers and sisters, how will you seek justice for and protect our neighbors of 
color who are burdened by racism? 

 
Earlier this weekend my friend, pastoral theologian Roger Gench said,  
 

I can’t help but see the brutality against black bodies…in light of the Christian symbol of 
the cross…. The cross refers of course to an historical reality, but also to what I believe is 
a symbol for the abuse of power. The historical reality is that Jesus was crucified, and his 
crucifixion was an instrument of state terrorism that the Roman Empire used to force 
their colonies into submission. Crucifixion thus can also be a symbol for any exercise of 
power, however large or small, that dominates, deforms and defaces human life or God’s 
good creation, for such power mimics the power that crucified Jesus… [A]s we look at 
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the world through the lens of the cross, it exposes the many crucifixions happening all 
around us ….  Moreover, passivity in the face of abuse is itself a kind of crucifying 
power, because passivity and neglect (sins of omission) enable crucifixions to endure 
through time. … Christians—whose Lord was crucified by a first century police state but 
who was raised from the dead by the God who named and names such abuses as 
idolatrous and obscene—cannot be passive in light of the nauseating racism we continue 
to witness. For Jesus is Lord and … our calling [as his followers] is to stand in solidarity 
with crucified people in our midst.1 

 
I am grateful to Roger for his call to such solidarity. It is a call I share with you this day. We turn 
now once again to the second chapter of the Acts of the Apostles. 
 

+ + 
 
 If we are honest, Pentecost isn’t a favorite day in the liturgical calendar for many 
Presbyterians, likely for a couple of reasons. Beyond our chance to wear something red, our lack 
of enthusiasm otherwise is due in part, I suspect, to the way Luke describes the unmuted chaos of 
what happened that day in Jerusalem.  New Testament scholar Beverly Gaventa describes the 
events of that day as “an extravagant production,” with “all the hallmarks of the divine 
presence”2 –  tongues of Pentecostal fire, the rush of a mighty wind, and the unsettling 
cacophony of ecstatic speech, which sounded like the beginning of a drunken brawl to some 
hearers, even if for others it was the proclamation of the Gospel for everyone.  It was enough to 
make staid Presbyterians more than a little uncomfortable. We like to proceed decently and in 
order. Truthfully, spontaneity makes us a bit nervous. And the way Luke describes it in the 
passages we just heard, the Spirit was full of spontaneity that day. 
 
 Of course, Luke’s concern is not so much the “pyrotechnics of theophany,” as one 
scholar calls it, but rather the spiritual transformation of the disciples.  “The real ‘event’ of 
Pentecost is the empowerment of [Jesus’ followers] by the Holy Spirit.”3  And that 
empowerment is not for their own benefit.  As Gaventa explains, “the arrival of the Spirit 
involves a public venue and public accountability.”4 And genuine community. 
 

And that brings us to the second reason why some Presbyterians shy away from Pentecost 
as a day worthy of high holy celebration. It has to do with its aftermath – with the attributes of 
the post-Pentecost Christian community that Luke describes:  
 

All who believed were together and had all things in common; they would sell their 
possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. Day by day, as 
they spent much time together in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food 
with glad and generous hearts…. (Acts 2:44-46) 

 

 
1 Roger Gench, Facebook post, May 29, 2020. 
2 Beverly Roberts Gaventa, Acts: Abingdon New Testament Commentary, Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2003, 74. 
3 Luke Timothy Johnson, The Acts of the Apostles: Sacra Pagina Commentary, Collegeville, MN, The Liturgical 
Press, 1992, 45. 
4 Gaventa, 74-75. 
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What unsettles some Presbyterians about such an outgrowth of Pentecost is that language of 
sharing and mutual generosity and holding-in-common, because it suggests something that poses 
a threat to their status as owners and managers in a so-called “free market.”  It points to a 
different kind of social contract than the one that benefits many of us Presbyterians.  It carries the 
specter of a type of socialism, which for some reason has become an unspeakable word in 
American political conversations. It’s odd, of course, because part of the social contract under 
which all Americans live assumes that we will pool our resources to provide such amenities as 
roads, schools, police-and-fire departments, parks, public transit, armed forces, a social safety 
net, and the like.   
 

The concern expressed by some seems to be that some will benefit more than others from 
such an arrangement, even though, of course, the same happens in a free-market economy.  For 
the post-Pentecost Christian community, at least as Luke describes them, the thought that the 
lesser members of the community might benefit more was not a concern.  The early church 
recognized that by the Spirit they had been transformed from a broad assortment of individuals 
into a unified body through baptism, and everyone had value. One scholar says he imagines Peter 
standing that Pentecost day with his arms spread wide, saying “the promise is for you and for 
your children and for all who are far off.”5 Acts describes the early Christian church as broad, 
welcoming, expansive, with an open-handed generosity and a willingness to share. 

 
Was such an ideal ever actually realized?  Biblical scholars tend to think there is likely a 

fair share of hyperbole in the descriptions of those Christians.  And Paul’s letters indeed depict 
early churches that had fallen into petty jealousies and bickering.  But they also note that the 
spirit of Pentecost did indeed turn the little beleaguered band of disciples outward, made them 
more open and compassionate and generous. At the very least, Pentecost turned that band of 
individuals into a community that aspired to the ideals of unity, peace, joy, and kindness. The 
letters of Paul testify multiple times to the intense sharing of possessions.6  

 
That’s what happened at Pentecost.  It transformed individuals into a community of love, 

concern, and generosity and changed the vector of faithfulness from inward to outward.  I said 
last week that discipleship meant losing ourselves as a way of discovering our true identity and 
purpose in Christ… and committing ourselves to a greater good shaped by Christ’s teaching and 
by life within his community.  That is who we are called to be. 

 
 So, I have worried across the years, and especially in recent weeks, about the resurgence 
of radical, expressive individualism, which seems to downplay the guiding principle of a larger, 
public good in our democracy. The common good, I fear, is commonly disregarded by many.   
 
 A few weeks ago, the dean of Presbyterian historians in our day, Erskine Clarke, gave a 
lecture about American missionaries who traveled the world as teachers, physicians, and 
evangelists in the midst of the numerous pandemics in the nineteenth century. Those 
missionaries braved the worst because they were convinced that God had called them into 
community with a world in need. Responding to that lecture, my pastor-friend Christopher 

 
5 Matthew L. Skinner, Acts: Catching Up with the Spirit, Nashville, Abingdon Press, 2020, 32. 
6 Johnson, 62. (Gal 2:10; 1 Cor 16:1-4; 2 Cor 8-9; Rom 15:25-31; Phil 4:15-20). 
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Edmonston took note of how different such a mindset was from the individualism that has 
dominated American culture for much of the time since the end of World War Two. 
 

This is why [the Christian community after Pentecost] is almost beyond belief for us [he 
said]. It seems like it is something from another world because it practically is; it says: 
All who believed were together and had all things in common; they would sell their 
possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all as they had need.” 
 
The point is not to highlight an error on our part, because we are very different than those 
early Christians. The point is to use their self-less actions as a corrective lens by which to 
wonder about our own practices. Are we willing to step out to help other Christians in 
need around us? What of non-Christians - are we willing to help them? Can we easily 
remember moments in our past when we put the needs of others ahead of our own? Are 
we praying to God about opportunities in the future to put others before self, community 
needs before our individual ones?7   

 
 A few weeks back, one of you forwarded to me an interesting thought-piece that 
examined the following premise: “If you could fit the nearly eight billion people on Earth into a 
village consisting of 100 people, and maintain the proportions of all the people of Earth, that 
village would contain….”8 It went on to offer a powerful reminder of both the diversity of our 
world and our own insularity and our own privilege.  After some research, I have changed some 
of the numbers that article offered, but the results are still stunning to me.  Using the most recent 
global proportions, our little 100-member global village would have: 
 
 60 Asians 

18 Africans 
10 Europeans  

  5 South Americans  
  5 North Americans9 
  
There would be: 
 31 Christians and 69 non-Christians 

12 would speak Chinese as a first language 
6 would speak Spanish 
5 would speak English 
4 would speak Hindi 
73 would speak other primary languages 

 
 6 people would control 60 percent of the community’s wealth  

50 would live in moderate to extreme poverty (less than $3.20 per day) 

 
7 Christopher Edmonston, pastor of the White Memorial Presbyterian Church, Raleigh, North Carolina, in a 
Facebook post, May 1, 2020. 
8 Thanks to Karl Davis for the email that started my research and ruminations. 
9 https://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/, accessed May 24, 2020. 
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86 would be able to read and write; 14 would not 
7 would have a college degree 
40 would have an Internet connection 
 
78 people would have a place to shelter them 
from the wind and the rain, but 22 would not 
 
1 would be dying of starvation 
11 would be undernourished 
 
9 people would have no clean, safe water to drink10 

 
Friends, there’s a world of startling – and frequently troubling – diversity and inequity 

out there in the global village in which we live.  If we were indeed a village, my guess is – my 
hope is – we would work to find a way to share, so as to alleviate and eliminate those stresses 
and divisions.  Would we not?  And are we not such a village?  Perhaps it is time, during this 
pandemic, to think about how we will embody and demonstrate the spirit of Pentecost both now 
and after the pandemic ends.  In what ways will we be willing to share what we have, to embody 
the teachings of Jesus Christ? In what ways will those teachings embolden us in the quest for 
equity in our nation and world? 

 
Last Sunday, I shared part of a David Brooks critique of commencement addresses in 

America for wading too deeply into expressive individualism.  Particularly, I cited Brooks’ 
comment that “life comes to a point only when the self dissolves into some task. The purpose in 
life is not to find yourself. It’s to lose yourself.”11  In reading about Pentecost this week, I came 
across a commentary by former Luther Seminary president and now-pastor David Lose, which 
cited that same Brooks column, but then applied its insights to the church. 
 

“Most successful … people,” Brooks writes, “don’t look inside and then plan a life. They 
look outside and find a problem, which summons their life.... Most people don’t form a 
self and then lead a life. They are called by a problem, and the self is constructed 
gradually by their calling.” 

I believe that the same is true of a community [said Lose]. Our congregations will not 
discover themselves until they give themselves away. No amount of time spent on 
developing a mission statement or devising new member campaigns can substitute for 
looking around one’s neighborhood and asking, “Who needs us?” and “What can we do 
with our resources to bear God’s love to this part of the world?”12 

 

 
10 https://www.100people.org/statistics_100stats.php?section=statistics, accessed May 24, 2020. 
11 David Brooks, “It’s Not About You,” New York Times, May 30, 2011. Italics mine. 
12 http://www.workingpreacher.org/craft.aspx?post=1575, accessed May 24, 2020. 
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 At the very least, friends, in the spirit of Pentecost we have work to do.  As Dr. Anthony 
Fauci told the Class of 2020 at his alma mater Holy Cross last weekend, “Now is the time, if ever 
there was one, to care selflessly about one another.”13 
 

All who believed were together and had all things in common; they would sell their 
possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. Day by day, as 
they spent much time together in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food 
with glad and generous hearts.  

 
Is that hyperbole?  Sure.  Likely so.  Was it true, nonetheless?  Sure. Likely so.  Is it an ideal 
toward which we as a church need to strive in these troubled times?   Absolutely. Absolutely. 
 

 
13 https://www.telegram.com/news/20200523/alumnus-fauci-tells-holy-cross-grads-world-needs-your-talent-resolve-
character, accessed May 25, 2020. 


